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ABSTRACT
There is an extensive body of research on Social Network Analysis
(SNA) based on the email arhive. The network used in the analysis
is generally extracted either by capturing the email communication
in From, To, Cc and Bcc email header elds or by the entities con-
tained in the email message. In the latter case, the entities could be,
for instance, the bag of words, url’s, names, phones, etc. It could also
include the textual content of attachments, for instance Microsoft
Word documents, excel spreadsheets, or Adobe pdfs. The nodes
in this network represent users and entities. The edges represent
communication between users and relations to the entities. We sug-
gest taking a dierent approach to the network extraction and use
attachments shared between users as the edges. The motivation for
this is two-fold. First, attachments represent the “intimacy” mani-
festation of the relation’s strength. Second, the statistical analysis
of private email archives that we collected and Enron email corpus
shows that the attachments contribute in average around 80-90% to
the archive’s disk-space usage, which means that most of the data is
presently ignored in the SNA of email archives. Consequently, we
hypothesize that this approach might provide more insight into the
social structure of the email archive. We extract the communication
and shared attachments networks from Enron email corpus. We
further analyze degree, betweenness, closeness, and eigenvector
centrality measures in both networks and review the dierences
and what can be learned from them. We use nearest neighbor al-
gorithm to generate similarity groups for ve Enron employees.
The groups are consistent with Enron’s organizational chart, which
validates our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is an extensive body of research on Social Network Analy-
sis (SNA) based on the email communication. The subject of the
research can cover multiple topics such as relation discovery [24],
software project activity [3], group inference [28], hierarchy detec-
tion [22], crisis analysis and prediction [5], topic and role discov-
ery [20], text analysis of social values [29], fraud detection [25], in-
formation extraction and search [18], classication [27], and SPAM
detection [19]. Typically, the analyzed network reects either com-
munication between users or a relationship between the email and
the information found in the email’s header and the body. In the
former, the nodes represent users found in the From, To, Cc, and
Bcc email header elds, and edges, either directed or undirected,
represent relationship between the sender (From) and the recipient
(To, Cc, Bcc), with the weight reecting the frequency of commu-
nication between the two, for instance as in [5]. In the latter, the
nodes represent the email and entities extracted from the email like
people, phone number, email addresses, etc., and the edges repre-
sent co-occurrence of named entities within the email or its parts,
including converted to text attachments, for instance as in [18].
We analyzed private email archives of friends and family and the
Enron email corpus. The statistics is shown in Table 1. While the
average number of messages with attachments is only 14.26%(Pri-
vate) and 24.49%(Enron), the average disk space that they take is
high 81.93%(Private) and 91.26%(Enron). Another observation is
that 94.58% of attachments in the Enron’s corpus are documents
and 79.2% of attachments in the Private archive are Multimedia
(Audio,Video,Image). Therefore, generally most of the data is dis-
carded in SNA based on the communication network. While multi-
dimensional network based on entities extracts textual content of
attachments, it will ignore images, which may represent substan-
tial part of the email message. Besides quantitative contribution to
SNA, attachments may have a qualitative property as well by rep-
resenting the “intimacy” manifestation of the relationship strength.
Granovetter dened the strength of a tie in his seminal paper “The
strength of weak ties” as “The strength of a tie is a (probably lin-
ear) combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity,
the intimacy (mutual conding), and the reciprocal services which
characterize the tie” [12]. In [11] authors show that “intimacy di-
mension” makes the largest contribution of 32.8% to the tie strength
prediction model based on social media. Indeed, it is plausible to
assume that sharing, for instance, a picture of an interesting event
or an important document might indicate a higher level of trust
and close relationship between two people.
We are proposing to extract the social network based on email
attachments shared between user accounts, constructing one-mode
projection of bipartite graph as in [26]. We view the attachment as
a “virtual event” attended by users sharing the attachment. This is
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Table 1: Attachment’s statistics
Enron Friends & Family
Avg. Size of Attachments in Mailbox 91.26% 81.93%
Avg. Messages w/Attachments in Mailbox 24.49% 14.26%
Type of Attachments in all Mailboxes Docs: 94.58% Docs: 17.02%
Multimedia: 4.21% Multimedia: 79.2%
Other: 1.21% Other: 3.78%
a variation of similar sentiment described in [14]: “Each email is
an event and all the people copied on that email –i.e., the sender
(From) and the receivers (To, Cc, Bcc) –are included in that event.”.
Indeed, if Alice sends pictures of a New Year party to Bob then
Bob “virtually” shares some, possibly the most exciting, party’s
experience with Alice. Likewise, if Bob sends some important docu-
ment to Alice then Alice collaborates on the document with Bob via
the “virtual” meeting. We can then extract the social network with
nodes representing users and edges representing the attachments
shared between the users. The way we are inferring the sharing
of attachments is via Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA1) [9] of the
attachment’s content. This can be accomplished by parsing each
email message of each user’s email archive into its MIME parts [10],
aggregating SHA1 of attachments by the user, and nding common
attachments between users. But not every attachment is indicative
of a quality social relationship between users. For instance, some
attachments could be a part of the bulk-email, making every user
connected. Other cases include common logos, signatures, or Inter-
net trends. Indeed, an intra-company’s email with the company’s
logo attached will make all users connected. A methodology should
be used to lter out not meaningful for the analysis attachments.
We hypothesize that the social network extracted from shared at-
tachments will provide more insight into the relationships between
people.
The contribution of this paper is ve-fold. First, we are proposing
to extract the Social Network via shared email attachments. Second,
we are building the email dataset based on Enron email corpus with
attachments. Third, based on empirical evidence we are proposing
a methodology of ltering out not meaningful attachments. Fourth,
we extract the communication and shared attachments networks
from Enron email corpus, analyze degree, betweenness, closeness,
and eigenvector centrality measures in both networks and review
their dierences. Fifth, we apply nearest neighbor algorithm on the
dataset of employees with the corresponding list of attachment’s
SHA1 in order to predict similarity lists for some employees.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. Section 3 describes the dataset building. Section 4
talks about network extraction. Section 5 presents evaluation data
and analysis. Finally, section 6 concludes.
2 RELATEDWORK
In [17] [18] authors construct multipartite graph from the email.
Each email has its own node with connection to entities extracted
from the email such as people, email addresses, phone numbers,
dates, etc. Unique entities appear only once in the graph but are
connected to each email where they appear. Edges are links be-
tween entities representing co-occurrence in the same email part,
paragraph, sentence or a composite named entity. Attachments
within the email are converted, where possible, to the textual repre-
sentation. This excludes multimedia attachments like image, video,
or audio, which could represent most attachments in private emails.
In [13] authors suggest that interactions of users and information
in real world complex networks like Internet, Web, movie actors,
co-authors, word’s co-occurrence, and protein could be modeled
with bipartite graph. In this graph users and information are repre-
sented by two disjoint vertex set and edges represent relationship
between users and information. In [26] authors use one-mode pro-
jection of bipartite graph to capture the similarity of information
and shared interests of users. They apply this methodology to on-
line news aggregation site to analyze user’s similarity in voting on
news stories.
3 DATASET
In our analysis we used Shetty&Adibi[23] dataset linked to Elec-
tronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM)1 Version Two Enron cor-
pus dataset. The Enron email corpus was released by the Federal En-
ergy Regulatory Commission during the investigation into Enron’s
collapse. William Cohen from CMU prepared the dataset and pub-
lished it for researches2. The data set contains 517,4243 emails from
151 users with 242,944 unique content’s SHA1. Shetty&Adibi re-
moved duplicate messages from the dataset and xed some email ad-
dress discrepancies. Their dataset contains 252,759 email messages
with 212,326 unique content’s SHA1. To verify that Shetty&Adibi
is a subset of Cohen’s dataset we rst checked that Message-ID
set from Cohen’s dataset is a superset of Shetty&Adibi’s dataset.
Second, we collected a Simple Random Sample (SRS) of 384 (per [2])
emails from Shetty&Adibi’s dataset and veried via content’s SHA1
that emails match those in Cohen’s dataset. As part of the verica-
tion we had to make some xes in Shetty&Adibi’s email’s body: 1)
14 messages had X-FileName header included in the content; 2) 1
message had its body truncated. Neither Cohen’s or Shetty&Adibi’s
dataset contains attachments. EDRM released two versions of the
Enron’s dataset with attachments. Version One (EDRMV1) contains
697,079 emails with 155,431 unique content’s SHA1 for 130 users.
Version Two contains 1,234,387 emails with 242,800 unique con-
tent’s SHA1 for 151 users. EDRMV1 does not provide continuity
and applicability of our analysis to the previous body of research
because the data is missing for 21 employees. We therefore decided
to use EDRMV2 in our analysis. However, we discovered that email
addresses in From, To, Cc, and Bcc header elds in EDRMV2 don’t
1http://www.edrm.net
2http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/ enron
3This is 7 less than the originally released dataset of 517,431 emails. 7 emails were
removed by William Cohen for privacy reasons.
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conform to canonical email address format of user@domain and are
most likely taken from the original Enron email corpus. Here are
some instances of Phillip Allen’s email address:
"ALLEN PHILLIP K" <pallen@enron.com>
"phillip.k.allen" <phillip.k.allen@enron.com>
<Allen>,"Phillip"
<Allen>,"Phillip K."
<Phillip.Allen@enron.com>
<Allen>,"Phillip K." </O=ENRON/OU=NA/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pallen>
Phillip K Allen <Phillip.K.Allen@enron.com>
Allen, Phillip K.
Phillip K Allen
Phillip,K,Allen
Those formats are partially consistent with what was found
in [30]. However, the problem is compounded by the email lists
having comma separated addresses in mixed format. Here are some
examples:
Brad,Alford,Phillip,K,Allen,anderson,Bob
Kristin Albrecht, Phillip K Allen, Hunter S Shively
Frolov, Yevgeny </O=ENRON/OU=NA/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Yfrolov>,
Allen, Phillip K.
The parsing of these lists is not trivial and error prone. We there-
fore decided to take EDRMV2 dataset and replace From, To, Cc, and
Bcc header elds with the ones from Shetty&Adibi’s dataset. We are
linking emails from two datasets via employee, folder, subject, date,
and content’s SHA1 key. We cannot link on Message-ID because
EDRMV2 has its own generated Message-ID. Our key uniquely iden-
ties 252,722 emails in Shetty&Adibi and 754,906 emails in EDRMV2.
However, Date header eld in Shetty&Adibi’s dataset doesn’t in-
clude Time Zone information and we noticed that EDRMV2 has, in
some instances, the Date changed to a dierent Time Zone, so the
date without the Time Zone will not match in otherwise identical
emails in Shetty&Adibi and EDRMV2 datasets. Our solution is to
link Cohen’s dataset to EDRMV2’s dataset with dates converted to
GMT and lter each email by the Message-ID from Shetty&Adibi’s
dataset. For simplicity, we will refer in the text below as simply
Shetty&Adibi dataset rather than Cohen’s ltered by Shetty&Adibi.
We had to make the following data preparation in order to
achieve the best linking of Shetty&Adibi to EDRMV2 dataset:
• We calculate SHA1 in both datasets by extracting the email’s
content, removing all new lines and spaces, mapping all
quotable-printable4 characters to a ’?’ and then replacing
all multiple occurrences of ’?’ to a single ’?’. This has to
be done because EDRMV2 has the content reformatted in
many instances. To get the SHA1 for EDRMV2 consistent
with Shetty&Adibi SHA1 we remove “boundary” lines from
EDRMV2 content and remove all content following and
including a copyright notice inserted by EDRM.
• Some content in EDRMV2 is truncated. We matched 1,990
emails from Cohen’s dataset by truncating emails to the
same length as in EDRMV2 dataset. We set the minimum
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quoted-printable
length of the content in those cases to 100 bytes to provide
for sucient entropy in the text.
• We had to make changes to match dates between two
datasets. In EDRMV2 when the email’s folder is “sched-
ule_crawler”, the time is 4 hours behind of corresponding
Shetty&Adibi time. In addition, we found the following
pattern where EDRMV2 time is behind Shetty&Adibi time
by the number of hours specied in the zone dierence
with UTC or by 2, 3, 4, 10 and 12 hours. 1,225 linked emails
had the date xed this way.
• For 8,627 messages we had to “downgrade” the key to
subject, date, and SHA1.
Overall 249,353 out of 252,754 emails were linked, which repre-
sents 98.6% of emails from Shetty&Adibi’s dataset. 3,401 emails were
not linked. The missing emails are distributed over 125 employees.
Further analysis shows that top 10 from that list account for 2,312
of missing emails or about 68%. Top 2 out of 10, Richard Sanders
and Je Dasovich account for 51% and 17% respectively. Judging
by the SHA1 analysis, the missing employees from Shetty&Adibi’s
dataset don’t have corresponding emails in EDRMV2 dataset. Based
on SHA1 analysis up to 1,630 missing emails can be recovered from
EDRMV1. Due to time limitations we left this work for the future
research.
4 NETWORK EXTRACTION
We construct the graph to analyze the Enron social network in
two ways. First is via communication between users, where nodes
represent the email address or the user listed in From, To, Cc, and
Bcc email header elds. Edges represent the relationship between
the sender (From) and recipients (To, Cc, Bcc). Edges are undirected
and weighted by the frequency of communication. Second is via
user1-touser-from
attachment2
user2-to
attachment1
Bipartite graph
user1-to
user-from
user2-to
One-mode projection graph on users
Figure 1: Bipartite graph with attachments and users ver-
tices
shared attachments by constructing one-mode projection graph
on users of bipartite graph as demonstrated on Figure 1. The top
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gure shows bipartite graph extracted from an email sent from user-
from to two users user1-to and user2-to. The email contains two
attachments attachment1 and attachment2. The bottom gure shows
corresponding one-mode projection graph on users, where nodes
represent users. And edges represent attachment sharing between
users. The edges are undirected and weighted by the number of
shared attachments. The edges are undirected because not in all
cases the direction is meaningful. Consider a user U sending an
email with an attachment A to users U1 and U2. In the extracted one
mode projection graph on users, the edges {U,U1}, {U,U2} can have
the direction but the edge {U1,U2} can not. Moreover, it is possible
that a user U1 sends an email with an attachment A to a user U2
and another user U3 independently sends an email with the same
attachment A to a user U4. In this case edges {U1,U2},{U3,U4} can
have the direction and edges {U1,U4},{U2,U4},{U1,U3},{U3,U2} can
not have the direction.
To extract the graph from an archive, for each user U archive
A we extract email messages which contain attachments. For each
attachment in the extracted email a global dictionary is maintained
keyed by 1) the attachment; 2) user U and every user V in the
email’s From, To, Cc, and Bcc header elds distinct from the user U ;
3) the email’s Message-ID. Then for each attachment in the global
dictionary we look at all unique user pairs and create nodes for
these users, if nodes don’t already exist, and the edge connecting
these nodes. By aggregating sender and recipient users in the same
pool we are not only capturing direct communication between
users, for instance a user in From sends email to a user in To, but
also capturing a friend of a friend relationship, i.e. all users in To, Cc,
and Bcc who may not communicate directly but become connected
via the shared attachments. In addition, by capturing a user U, the
owner of the archive A, we may capture relationships of the user U
to users in From, To, Cc, and Bcc when none of these users is the
user U. We extract both networks for core 151 employees only.
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Figure 2: Attachments size histogram.
An important part of extracting the Social Network is dening
the strength of ties or the weight of edges. As noted in [4], the tie
strength itself remains an ambiguous concept with multiple, possi-
bly inconsistent denitions and that there is a non-trivial range of
thresholds of 5-10 reciprocated emails per year which maximizes
prediction of relevant task that depends on various network features.
Some researchers simply count the frequency of communication
as for instance in [1]. Others consider Cc communication less im-
portant than To and decrease it at an inverse square-root rate [16].
And yet others have the email frequency threshold, which is typ-
ically set to 5 emails [23]. How the tie strength could be dened
when the Network is extracted from shared attachments? We don’t
think that the size of the attachment matters. Indeed, an event is
shared via the attachment regardless of the image resolution or the
document length. Consequently, we suggest assigning the weight
of 1 to the attachment. But should the weight be aggregated over all
attachments in the email or should it be 1 regardless of the number
of attachments? Either approach is sensible. Suppose Alice sends
10 New Year Party pictures to Bob. Alice and Bob share one event
so the weight should be 1. But what if Alice sends 10 pictures from
10 dierent events in the same email? Then the weight should be
10. We are going to make an assumption that an email generally
contains attachments related to one event and one shared attach-
ment creates one tie between two users. All other attachments from
the same unique email are ignored. But if an attachment from the
email appears in another unique email then this attachment will
be considered as another tie. We’ll defer developing of a better
methodology for the tie strength to future research.
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Figure 3: Avg. degree and clustering depending on the l-
tered bulk email
Another issue to consider when extracting the network from
shared attachments is the value of the attachment for our anal-
ysis. For instance, with present day proliferation of e-commerce
and growth of the machine-generated emails, it is possible that
many users have the same e-site logos in their email messages,
like Amazon logo. This doesn’t make all users of Amazon socially
connected. Overall, this kind of attachment could be a company
logo, an e-signature, a common document like a benet form, and
an Internet trend or rumour where a trendy multimedia or a doc-
ument are spread to many users in the network. We jointly call
these attachments TRAM (TRend+spAM). How can we lter out
TRAM attachments? We are suggesting the following approaches
to ltering out non-useful attachments:
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• A threshold on the attachment’s size may lter out com-
mon logos and e-signatures. The thought is that these type
of attachments generally has a small size. Figure 2 shows
attachment’s size histogram. There are two spikes at 0.1K
and 0.5K. We reviewed SRS of attachments with the size
less than 1K. We found that all attachments except for one
were TRAM. Most of these attachments are artifacts of
the EDRM building of the Enron dataset with attachments,
not our linking processing. Those attachments are either
documents with the text stating that the attachment’s link
was not found or documents that we cannot open. Oth-
ers are e-business cards, logos, executable les, news and
e-site urls. We ignore an attachment if its size is less or
equal than 1K. The extracted network has average degree
59.6 and clustering 0.714 as opposed to unltered network
with average degree 61.12 and clustering 0.716. Removing
small size attachments has small eect on the network
connectivity.
• Bulk email can signicantly eect Network’s connectiv-
ity and clustering. Indeed, sending a broadcast message
with the attachment of the company’s quarterly earnings
will make all employees share the same attachment. But
it will not make all of them socially connected. Figure 3
shows average degree and clustering depending on the
ltered bulk email list size. We can see two interesting
points at about 200 and 900 list size. They are explained by
4 emails sent to 193 users and 2 and 3 emails sent to 947 and
948 users respectively. Clearly 900 can be put in the bulk
email group. But it is not obvious what the low threshold
should be. Dunbar in [6] suggested social group sizes of
5,12,35,150,500, and 2,000 with 150 being a cognitive limit
also known as Dunbar’s number. Hill and Dunbar in [15]
further categorized the groups as support cliques, sympa-
thy groups, bands, and higher-level groupings (above 35).
In [8], Dunbar dened band group size as 30-50 individ-
uals. Dunbar then suggested in [7] that there are top 50
(corresponding to the band group) with whom we keep up
every month or so and then there are all others with whom
we correspond in any meaningful way. The 200 email size
falls into higher level grouping and can be categorized as
the bulk email. We therefore are suggesting to set the band
group size of 35 as the bulk email threshold. This threshold
corresponds to the extracted network with average degree
29.4 and clustering 0.566. This is a change of 52% and 21%
for average degree and clustering respectively.
• Other properties that inuence Network’s connectivity
and clustering are the frequency of the shared attachment
in unique emails and the frequency of unique senders of
the shared attachment. Consider the Amazon logo exam-
ple we mentioned above - many users have the same logo
attachment in their unique emails. Another example is
an intra-company communication with email containing
the company’s logo. In this case many unique emails have
the same attachment but also the same attachment is sent
by many unique senders. A news story or a rumour-trend
gone viral with the message being re-sent by multiple users
is similar to the company’s logo example. Figure 4 shows
average degree and clustering depending on the ltered
attachment and sender frequency. There is a point at the
frequency 3 with a sharp change in the average degree
from 35 to 53 and the clustering from 0.67 to 0.72. Number
3 is not coincidental for both the attachment and the sender
frequency. In the former, the attachment in three unique
messages with three unique senders or receivers creates
the closed triad. And in the latter, the attachment with
three unique senders always creates a closed triad. Con-
sequently, we see higher clustering and degree when the
frequency is greater than 3. Attachment’s frequency has
higher clustering because the set of attachments with fre-
quency three or higher is a superset of senders frequency
with three or higher. Indeed, the attachment with three
unique senders will only occur in unique messages. We
lter out attachments with frequencies higher than 2. The
network extracted this way has average degree of 37.32
and clustering of 0.671.
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Figure 4: Avg. degree and clustering depending on the l-
tered frequency of the attachment and the sender
We note that the above approach at best establishes the low
boundary of described properties and may eliminate some common
logo, signature, or trend attachments but doesn’t ensure the quality
of an attachment and also removes some valuable attachments in
the process. It generally limits the cases of the attachment sharing
to a single email sent to a list of at most 35 users or emails forwarded
only once. A better solution might be to use methodology similar to
SPAM detection based on Social Networks as in [19], unsupervised
Machine Learning, or information spread. We leave this research
to future work.
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Table 2: General statistics for Communication and Attachments Networks.
Statistics Communication Network Attachments Network, ltered Attachments Network, unl-
tered
Clustering coecient 0.545 0.566 0.716
Connected components 1 1 1
Network diameter 4 5 3
Network radius 2 3 2
Network centralization 0.448 0.287 0.407
Characteristic path length 2.025 2.295 1.62
Avg. number of neighbors 24.12 20.04 61.12
Number of nodes 150 149 150
Number of edges 36,485 11,408 33,780
Network density 0.162 0.135 0.41
Network heterogeneity 0.588 0.567 0.483
Table 3: Top 10 employees for centrality measures in Communication Network
Overall Rank Name Title Centrality Measures
1 John Lavorato CEO, ENA D(7),EV(1),B(2),C(1),T(1)
2 Liz Taylor Assistant to President D(55),EV(2),B(1),C(2),T(2)
3 Louise Kitchen President, EO D(9),EV(4),B(6),C(5),T(4)
4 Sally Beck COO D(48),EV(3),B(3),C(3),T(3)
5 Kenneth Lay CEO D(50),EV(5),B(5),C(4),T(5)
6 Je Dasovich Dir Stat Gov Aairs D(1),EV(23),B(8),C(11),T(16)
7 Phillip Allen Managing Director Trading D(33),EV(6),B(15),C(6),T(6)
8 Kevin Presto VP Trading, ENA East Power D(30),EV(7),B(11),C(7),T(7)
9 Mike Grigsby VP Trading, ENA Gas West D(11),EV(10),B(16),C(8),T(8)
10 Scott Neal VP Trading, ENA Gas East D(38),EV(8),B(20),C(9),T(9)
11 David Delainey CEO ENA&EA D(17),EV(9),B(28),C(10),T(14)
12 Tana Jones Senior Legal Specialist D(2),EV(26),B(29),C(22),T(22)
13 James Stees VP Government Aairs D(3),EV(21),B(26),C(15),T(20)
14 Mark Taylor VP & General Counsel D(5),EV(14),B(13),C(13),T(13)
15 Susan Scott Assistant Trader D(16),EV(30),B(4),C(14),T(10)
16 Sara Shackleton VP ENA & Senior Counsel D(4),EV(64),B(68),C(79),T(55)
17 Richard Shapiro VP Regulatory Aairs D(6),EV(28),B(79),C(29),T(42)
18 Steven Kean VP & Chief of Sta D(8),EV(19),B(60),C(21),T(29)
19 Bill Williams Trader D(62),EV(120),B(7),C(88),T(75)
20 John Forney Manager Real Time Trading D(81),EV(88),B(9),C(36),T(49)
21 Lysa Akin Sr Adm Asst Gov Aairs D(73),EV(81),B(10),C(63),T(39)
22 Carol Clair Assistant General Counsel D(10),EV(103),B(128),C(119),T(111)
5 NETWORK ANALYSIS
5.1 Graph and Node Statistics
We calculate overall statistics and 4 measures of centrality: de-
gree5, eigenvector6, betweenness7, and closeness8 for both net-
works. These measures are in no way exclusive but are frequently
used in SNA to infer most inuential people in a network. Enron’s
organizational charts are used throughout the analysis. The charts
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degree_(graph_theory)
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigenvector_centrality
7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betweenness_centrality
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Closeness_centrality
are a combination of previous research [1], EnronEmployeeInfor-
mation.csv9, documents related to Enron’s legal proceedings10,
Enron’s emails, and information we discovered on LinkedIn11. We
used Python’s NetworkX module12 for the overall network statis-
tics and centrality measures. Table 2 shows the general statistics for
both networks. For the Attachments Network we show statistics
with the ltered and un-ltered attachments. We see that ltered
Attachments Network as compared to Communications Network
is less connected, less populated with edges, and less centralized.
9http://ww2.amstat.org/publications/jse/jse_data_archive.html
10https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-CPRT-JCS-3-03/pdf/
GPO-CPRT-JCS-3-03-3-2-8.pdf
11https://www.linkedin.com
12https://networkx.github.io
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Table 4: Top 10 employees for centrality measures in Attachments Network
Overall Rank Name Title Centrality Measures
1 Phillip Allen(7){1} Managing Director Trading D(12),EV(1),B(2),C(1),T(1)
2 James Stees(13){7} VP Government Aairs D(1),EV(18),B(6),C(3),T(8)
3 Mike Grigsby(9){3} VP Trading, ENA Gas West D(14),EV(2),B(4),C(2),T(3)
4 Hunter Shively{6} VP Trading, ENA Gas Central D(46),EV(3),B(3),C(5),T(2)
5 John Lavorato(1){10} CEO, ENA D(19),EV(4),B(8),C(4),T(4)
6 Elizabeth Sager{16} VP & Assistant General Counsel D(8),EV(33),B(7),C(10),T(13)
7 Susan Scott(15) Assistant Trader D(11),EV(13),B(1),C(8),T(5)
8 Keith Holst{19} Trader D(20),EV(5),B(12),C(6),T(6)
9 Steven Kean(18){12} VP & Chief of Sta D(4),EV(14),B(25),C(9),T(11)
10 Tana Jones(12){17} Senior Legal Specialist D(2),EV(71),B(71),C(51),T(52)
11 Richard Shapiro(17){14} VP Regulatory Aairs D(3),EV(22),B(36),C(12),T(19)
12 Je Dasovich(6){13} Dir State Government Aairs D(5),EV(28),B(24),C(17),T(23)
13 Kevin Presto{5} VP Trading, ENA East Power D(44),EV(19),B(11),C(7),T(9)
14 Matthew Lenhart{9} Analyst D(18),EV(10),B(19),C(11),T(14)
15 Barry Tycholiz{8} VP Trading, ENA Gas West D(16),EV(7),B(34),C(19),T(12)
16 Williams Jason Trader, ENA Gas Central D(39),EV(8),B(15),C(24),T(7)
17 Thomas Martin VP Trading, ENA Gas Texas D(66),EV(6),B(40),C(23),T(17)
18 Jay Reitmeyer{11} Associate D(23),EV(9),B(43),C(15),T(15)
19 Mike Swerzbin VP Trading, ENA West Power D(117),EV(76),B(5),C(50),T(62)
20 Mark Taylor{2} VP & General Counsel D(6),EV(47),B(45),C(33),T(34)
21 Marie Heard Specialist Legal D(7),EV(80),B(85),C(61),T(73)
22 Sara Shackleton(16) VP ENA & Senior Counsel D(9),EV(69),B(48),C(34),T(57)
23 Robert Badeer Mgr Trading, ENA West Power D(67),EV(60),B(9),C(32),T(49)
24 John Forney Dir Trading, ENA East Power D(100),EV(94),B(10),C(38),T(71)
25 Stacy Dickson Senior Counsel, ENA D(10),EV(100),B(80),C(94),T(103)
It has one less node “Monika Causholli”, who doesn’t have any
shared attachments with other employees when lters are applied.
Unltered attachments Network is signicantly dierent from the
other two. Most notably the clustering coecient, characteristic
path length, average number of neighbors, and network density
point towards the network with more triads and more populated
with edges. This is the result of discovering more friend of a friend
relationship by connecting users via attachments shared in their
email archives. We eectively extended the friend denition from
’someone who has direct communication with me’ to ’someone
who has some information shared with me’. In extreme case when
the bulk email is sent to everyone, then everyone shares the same
information, resulting in complete graph.
Table 3 shows top 10 employees ranking in one of degree(D),
eigenvector(EV), betweenness(B), closeness(C) centrality measures
and unique ties(T) in Communication Network. We calculated the
overall rank as the sum of inverse value of ranking in the centrality
measure plus one for each centrality measure which is in top 10.
The last part favors employees who have more top 10 ranking. It is
not surprising that the most inuential employees are Executives.
Number one is John Lavorato, CEO North America. Liz Taylor is
assistant to President & COO Greg Whalley, who is not ranked in
any top 10 measures. It is reasonable to assume that Liz Taylor is
the proxy for Greg Whalley. Louise Kitchen is number three and is
one of the most inuential people at Enron where she pioneered the
on-line trading. Number four is Sally Beck, COO. And number ve
is Kenneth Lay, CEO of the Company. Overall, the list of the most
inuential employees underscores the importance of Trading, with
8 representatives, Legal Department with 4 representatives, and
Regulatory and Government Aairs with 4 representatives. There
are 5 non-executive level employees on the list. One of them, Bill
Williams was implicated in the energy price xing at Enron13 and
was managing the largest trading group shortly before the Enron’s
collapse14.
Table 4 shows top 10 employees in one of the centrality measures
in ltered Attachments Network. It is still dominated by high level
executives but also there are more regular employees. There are 10
employees from Communication Network who held their position
in one of the top 10 centrality measures but only three, Phillip Allen,
Mike Grigsby, and John Lavorato remained in the overall top 10
ranking. We show Communication Network ranking in parenthe-
sis next to the employee’s name. Overall, traders are dominating
the ranks with 14 representatives out of which 3 traders are in
top 5. This underscores that the main Enron’s business is Energy
trading. Next there are 6 representatives from Legal Department,
which shows that Enron had to address many legal issues as part
of the energy trading. This correlates with the fact that out of 15
new top employees in Attachments Network, 11 are traders and
4 are from Legal Department. This again stresses the inuence of
Trading and Legal Departments within Enron Organization. This
13http://www.nytimes.com/2005/02/04/us/tapes-show-enron-arranged-plant-shutdown.
html
14http://www.mresearch.com/pdfs/89.pdf
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also indicates Traders and Legal Department employees had to deal
with substantial document handling as part of their responsibilities.
The rank in the curly brackets next to the employee name in the
Table 4 shows the overall ranking of the employee in the unltered
Attachments Network. We see that employees move in both direc-
tion of the overall ranking in ’ltered’ as compared to ’unltered’
networks and 2 employees Louise Kitchen{4} and Kevin Presto{5}
have been removed from any top 10 ranking.
Besides aecting top 10 employees, the dierent denition of
ties had, as expected, substantial impact on the overall number
of ties in the network. There are 388 new ties and 704 lost ties in
the Attachments as compared to the Communication Network. We
reviewed top 10 new ties in Table 5. The ’Friend of a Friend’ column
shows a ’friend’ who contributed the most shared attachments that
created a tie between two employees. Employees have their ties due
to a friend of a friend relationship where the friend has the same
functional position as employees. For instance, Stacy Dickson and
Marie Heard are both from Legal Department, ENA. Their tie, or
shared attachment was created by Tana Jones, who sent a document
to both of them, i.e. they both were on the To, Cc, or Bcc list.
Analysis of the lost ties shows that in those cases employees had
fewer shared attachments that were ltered out or no shared attach-
ments at all. Also, out of 704 lost ties, 593 had the communication
frequency less or equal to 5 emails and 353 out 388 new ties had
less or equal to 5 shared attachments. Consequently, if the lower
bound threshold on the frequency of ties is set to 5 then there will
be fewer lost and gained ties.
The analysis above is a guesstimate in nature. I.e. based on cen-
trality measures of the extracted shared attachments network, we
rated top 10 most inuential employees and attempted to corrobo-
rate our ndings with the Enron’s organizational charts and some
on-line news stories. The extracted network is based on the in-
formation sharing and reects inter and intra interactions within
functional groups and does not necessarily overlap with the orga-
nization charts. This type of analysis can be used by sociologists,
anthropologists, or managers to improve eciency of the commu-
nication within as well as outside of a company. The gained ties
analysis can be used to discover hidden relationships, which can
not be discovered with the communication network. This is the use
case we covered in section 4 when we discussed edge direction in
the shared attachments network. Other type of analysis could be
similar to [26] where a Jaccard similarity matrix is generated and
then clusters of user groups are derived from this matrix. According
to homophily principal [21] a contact between similar people occurs
at a higher rate than amongst dissimilar people. Since the focus of
the shared attachments network is on the information sharing, the
similarity and clustering approach may produce a valuable insight
into functional, organizational, and social group interactions.
5.2 K-Nearest Neighbor
We are analyzing similarity of some Enron employees based on the
k-nearest neighbor algorithm. The idea is that each attachment’s
SHA1 can be viewed as a word. Then if we have a ’bag of words’
for each employee, we could derive a list of employees similar to an
employee of interest by building the nearest neighbor model on all
employees dataset and querying the model for the employee. We
use Graphlab15 Python’s module to query for similarity list of ve
employees. Listing 1 shows the Python code example to generate
the nearest neighbor list.
Listing 1: Python k-nearest neighbor example
import g r a p h l a b as g l
d a t a = g l . SFrame . r e a d _ c s v ( ' . / s h a r e d . t x t ' ,
d e l i m i t e r = ' , ' , header = True )
d a t a [ ' words ' ] = g l . t e x t _ a n a l y t i c s . count_words (
d a t a [ ' a t t a c h m e n t s ' ] )
model = g l . n e a r e s t _ n e i g h b o r s . c r e a t e ( data ,
f e a t u r e s =[ ' words ' ] , l a b e l = ' name ' )
model . query ( d a t a [ d a t a [ ' name ' ] == ' Kenneth ␣ Lay ' ] , k =6 )
We generated similarity lists for ve Enron’s employees: Kenneth
Lay, Enron Chairman & CEO; Je Skilling, Enron President & COO,
John Lavorato, Enron Americas COO, is ranked number one in
the Communication Network; Phillip Allen, Managing Director
Trading, is ranked number one in the Attachments Network; Stacy
Dickson, ENA Attorney, is the top gained tie. The lists are shown
in Table 6.
We see that within each similarity group employees are either
direct report of the top employee in the group, the manager of the
employee, the peer, the descendant in the same tree branch of the or-
ganizational chart, or appear to be part of a functional group. There
are some interesting points about the lists. Rosalee Fleming is not
listed in any of the organizational charts that we used for the title
reference. We found a reference to her title in one of Enron’s email.
Her degree centrality measure ranks number 17 in Kenneth Lay’s
ego communication network. Clearly, as Kenneth Lay’s secretary
she should had handled information exchange between Kenneth
Lay and other employees. And the data fed from the attachments
sharing network into the nearest neighbor model shows just that.
Other points are on Matt Smith and Marie Heard. Neither of them
has the information available regarding their manager. The nearest
neighbor model accurately predicts their similarity to ENA GW
and Legal department respectively judging by other employees title
in the similarity groups. We nd these results encouraging and
validating our approach to extracting social network via email’s
shared attachments.
5.3 K-Means Clustering
As another way of evaluating the attachments network we classify
employees with k-means clustering algorithm. K-means is one of
the simplest and mostly used unsupervised learning algorithms that
solves the clustering problem. We run the algorithm on weighted
Jaccard distance derived from shared attachments between pairs
of employees. K-means takes as an input parameter the number of
clusters. We assume that the information exchange is higher within
an organizational unit whether it is the functional team or the
department. Since the functional team information is not available,
we guesstimate the number of clusters as the average number of
employees in a department. Based on Enron organizational charts,
the average department size in Enron is 10 employees. Since there
are 150 core employees in the Enron dataset, we set the number of
15https://turi.com/learn/userguide/index.html
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Table 5: Top 10 gained ties in Attachments Network
Name Name Friend of a Friend Ties
Stacy Dickson,SnrCnsl Marie Heard, SnrLglSpcl Tana Jones, SnrLglSpcl 128
Stacy Dickson,SnrCnsl Elizabeth Sager, VP&AsstGenCnsl Tana Jones, SnrLglSpcl 108
Keith Holst,Trader Frank Ermis,Dir Trading Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 20
Tori Kuykendall,Mgr Trading Jason Wolfe,Trader Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 18
Scott Hendrickson,Trader Judy Townsend,Trader Chris Germany,Mgr Trading 16
Randal Gay,Trader Keith Holst,Trader Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 16
Randal Gay,Trader Jason Wolfe,Trader Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 15
Matt Smith,Associate Jason Wolfe,Trader Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 15
Matt Smith,Associate Randall Gay,Trader Mike Grigsby,VP Trading 15
Jay Reitmeyer, Associate Barry Tycholiz, VP Trading Mike Grigsby, VP Trading 14
Table 6: Similarity lists based on the nearest neighbor model. The name in parenthesis is employee’s manager.
Name Title Reporting to
Kenneth Lay Enron Chairman & CEO Board of Directors
Rosalee Fleming Enron Chairman’s secretary Kenneth Lay
Greg Whalley EWS President & COO Mike Frevert EWS Chairman & CEO(Je Skilling)
James Derrick Executive VP & General Counsel Je Skilling
Steven Kean Executive VP & Chief of Sta Je Skilling
Je Skilling Enron President & COO Kenneth Lay
Je Skilling Enron President & COO Kenneth Lay
Rick Buy Executive VP & Chief Risk Ocer Je Skilling
James Derick Executive VP & General Counsel Je Skilling
Kenneth Lay Enron Chairman & COO Board of Directors
Greg Whalley EWS President & COO Mark Frevert, EWS Chairman & CEO(Je Skilling)
David Delainey EA President & COO Greg Whalley
John Lavorato EA COO David Delainey
Louise Kitchen EN President & CEO Greg Whalley
David Delainey EA President & COO Greg Whalley
Greg Whalley EWS President & COO Mark Frevert, EWS Chairman & CEO(Je Skilling)
Kevin Presto ENA EP VP John Lavorato
Jerey Shankman EGM COO Mike McConnell EGM President & CEO(Greg Whalley)
Phillip Allen ENA GW Managing Director Trading John Lavorato
Mike Grigsby ENA GW VP Trading Phillip Allen
Keith Holst ENA GW Director Trading Vince Kaminski EWS Managing Director (John Lavorato)
Matt Smith ENA GW Associate Not Available
Matthew Lenhart ENA GW Analyst Mike Grigsby
Jane Tholt ENA GW Director Trading Mike Grigsby
Stacy Dickson ENA Attorney Je Hodge ENA VP & AGC(Mark Haedicke)
Tana Jones Net Works Financial Trading Senior Legal Specialist Mark Taylor VP & GC(Mark Haedicke)
Marie Heard ENA Legal Specialist Not Available
Elizabeth Sager ENA Power Trading AGC Mark Haedicke EWS Managing Director & GC
Mark Taylor Net Works Financial Trading VP & GC Mark Haedicke EWS Managing Director & GC
Debra Perlingier ENA Senior Legal Specialist Je Hodge ENA VP & AGC(Mark Haedicke)
clusters to 15. We use SciKit16 Python’s clustering module. Listing 2
shows the code example to generate the clusters. Table 7 shows the
result of the clustering. Within each cluster we group employees
by their respective department.
16http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.KMeans.html
We see that employees in clusters 1, 6, 11, 12, and 14 are en-
tirely within the departmental boundaries. Cluster 9 consists of top
level corporate executives, including Kenneth Lay(CEO) and Jerey
Skilling(President). Clusters 8, 10, and 13 have only one employee
who is not in the same department with the rest of the employ-
ees. Cluster 15 also has only one employee who is not in the same
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Table 7: K-means clustering results for shared attachments network. Employees are grouped by the department within the
cluster.
Cl. # Cl. size Department # employees
1 9 ENA West Power Real Time 9
2 8 ENA Gas Central 2
ENA Gas East 4
ENA Gas Texas 1
Energy Operations 1
3 40 EES 1
ENA East Power 4
ENA Gas Central 7
ENA Gas East 4
ENA Gas Financial 2
ENA Gas Texas 1
ENA Gas West 2
ENA Legal 5
ENA West Power 5
ETS 1
EWS 3
Energy Operations 4
Regulatory and Government Aairs 1
4 11 ENA East Power 1
ENA Gas Central 1
ENA Gas East 4
ENA Gas Financial 3
ENA Gas Texas 2
5 6 ENA Gas West 4
ENA Legal 2
6 5 ETS 5
7 6 ENA East Power 4
ENA Legal 1
Energy Operations 1
8 11 ENA Gas West 1
ETS 10
9 13 ENA Legal 1
ETS 1
EWS 6
Enron 5
10 6 ENA West Power 5
ENA West Power Real Time 1
11 5 ENA East Power 5
12 6 ENA Legal 6
13 13 ENA Gas Texas 1
ENA Gas West 12
14 4 ENA East Power 4
15 6 ENA Legal 1
Enron 1
Regulatory and Government Aairs 4
department as other employees. The employee from Enron depart-
ment is Steven Kean, Exec VP&Chief of Sta. His responsibilities
included Regulatory&Government Aairs. Clusters 2 and 4 have
only one employee who is not in one of the ENA Gas departments.
Clusters 5 and 7 have two employees who are not in the same
department as the rest of the employee. Cluster 3 has the highest
number of employees from 13 departments. Majority of employees
in this cluster are from ENA Gas departments. 4 out of 5 Legal de-
partment representative are from Financial and Gas trading groups
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from within the Legal organization. While we see that the cluster-
ing has grouped many employees by their respective departments,
it would not be correct to generalize this result as ability of this
approach to predict organizational units. The shared attachments
network reects information interactions between employees and
the clustering shows information exchange between functional
units that happened to overlap in some cases with organizational
units or departments. We can conclude that many departments
by end large have majority of communication either within the
department or the subset of the department boundary. Top level
corporate management has its own clique, perhaps highlighting
lack of top-down information interaction within the organization.
The largest cluster number 3 is the most diverse in terms of inter-
department information exchange and judging by the number of
representative from ENA Gas is mostly involved in Gas trading
with other departments providing necessary support.
Listing 2: Python k-means clustering example
import g r a p h l a b as g l
from s k l e a r n . c l u s t e r import KMeans
# a t t a c hmen t s i s a d i c t i o n a r y keyed by
# t h e emp loyee name wi th t h e v a l u e
# c o n t a i n i n g t h e l i s t o f a t t a c hmen t s ' s SHA1
d i s t a n c e = l i s t ( )
so r ted_names = sorted ( a t t a c h m e n t s . keys ( ) )
for name1 in sor ted_names :
row = l i s t ( )
for name2 in sor ted_names :
d = g l . t o o l k i t s . d i s t a n c e s . w e i g h t e d _ j a c c a r d (
d i c t ( a t t a c h m e n t s [ name1 ] ) ,
d i c t ( a t t a c h m e n t s [ name2 ] ) )
row . ex tend ( [ d ] )
d i s t a n c e . ex tend ( [ row ] )
model = KMeans ( n _ c l u s t e r s =15 , r andom_s ta t e = 0 )
model . f i t ( d i s t a n c e )
c l u s t e r s = d e f a u l t d i c t ( l i s t )
for r in range ( 0 , len ( model . l a b e l s _ ) ) :
c l u s t e r s [ mode . l a b e l s _ [ r ] ] . ex tend (
[ sor ted_names [ r ] ] )
# c l u s t e r s i s a d i c t i o n a r y keyed by
# t h e c l u s t e r number wi th t h e v a l u e
# c o n t a i n i n g t h e l i s t o f emp loyee ' s name
6 CONCLUSION
We linked EDRMV2 Enron email dataset containing attachments
with Shetty&Adibi Enron email dataset, which has been exten-
sively used in the previous research. We then extracted two social
networks. First, with nodes representing employees and ties repre-
senting communication between employees. Second, with nodes
representing employees and ties representing email attachments
shared between employees. We suggested a set of rules to lter
out TRAM attachments like common logos, signatures, or Internet
trend images, which could be commonly shared between people and
do not represent a valuable tie. Four centrality measures - degree,
eigenvector, betweenness, and closeness were calculated and the
resulting ranked list of employees in top 10 of each measure was an-
alyzed for each network. Extracting the social network from shared
attachments could be complimentary to the generally used commu-
nication network and may discover more key inuential people in
the network and help to infer friend of a friend relationship. We
demonstrated that the nearest neighbor model accurately predicts
similarity between employees, which is corroborated by employee’s
position in the organizational charts. K-means clustering shows
groups with users in each group related to each other via their func-
tional responsibilities. We see two main challenges in extracting
the shared attachments network. First is dening the quality ties,
and second is dening the strength of the tie. Both of these topics
are left for the future research. In this paper we demonstrated via-
bility of extracting social network from email shared attachments.
Because of the privacy concerns it is notoriously dicult to obtain
an email corpus for an analysis. Consequently, our evaluation and
ability to generalize is constrained by the available data. We are
hoping that this paper will motivate large email providers to apply
our approach in their SNA research.
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